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Qualitative Analysis of the Behavior of One
Mechanical System
A. Y. Murashko, V. B. Orlov, A. V. Zubov, L. A. Bondarenko, V. A. Petrova

Abstract: The study of oscillations occurring in mechanic
systems is not only urgent but also vital issue, especially if the
mechanic system operates under extreme conditions. A certain
mechanical system is analyzed by designing of computations
which account for possible variations of solution properties upon
equivalent transformations. Generally, the subject matter of
research upon such approach is comprised of ideal sign models
of dynamic systems presented in the form of mathematical
equations (sets of equations) relating physical variables
describing qualitatively state of these systems. The research
procedure is based on consideration of models of actual dynamic
systems in various forms of recording of the relevant equations
and determination of parameters, the minor variations of which
can lead to variation of behavior quality of dynamic system. The
main aim of this article is detection of parameters of the
considered dynamic system which in the case of their minor
variations can lead to loss of stability, overshoot or overcontrol
of this system upon its operation. The obtained conclusions
confirm once more on the basis of actual example the necessity
to analyze model types of dynamic systems already at the stage of
their mathematical simulation.
Index Terms: Model, engineering analysis, computations,
stability, control, stabilization, ill-posed systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Consideration of ideal sign models of dynamic systems, in
particular mathematical ones, without their comprehensive
analysis and idealization of mathematics as universal means
of obtaining knowledge of the world can lead in real life to
negative consequences in the form of emergencies and
technogenic catastrophes [1], [2]. The reason of such cases,
initially unexplainable, is attributed to human factor. We
believe that such reason can be nearly completely excluded in
most future cases, if mathematical models will be considered
in combination with their modifications obtained by
equivalent transformations [3]. Therefore, in future already
at the stage of mathematical simulation of dynamic systems it
will be possible to prevent the reason of most such cases. As it
happens, in certain cases these equivalent transformations
can change important properties of these solutions. Such
properties are obviously continuous dependence of solutions
on parameters, retention of solution stability upon minor
variations of parameters, etc. Herewith, the solutions of
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original mathematical models of dynamic systems as such
are not varied. Such mathematical models of dynamic
systems are known, the solutions of which are modified to
finite and even to higher values upon indefinitely small
variations of parameters unavoidable in practice. Ill-posed
systems are such systems, the solutions of mathematical
models of which are modified to finite values upon
indefinitely small variations of coefficients and parameters of
these mathematical models [2]. Design procedure of
engineering systems up to the late 1990-s was considered as
developed and reliable but in two last decades there occurred
unexplainable technogenic emergencies and catastrophes
later attributed to human factor. This situation that classical
design methods of engineering systems lead to erroneous
results can be explained, for example, by the fact that at
present engineering systems operate in over-extreme modes
and their preset stability reserve has been thus exhausted. In
addition, the issue of adequacy of applied models for
description of designed dynamic systems is still open when
the use of extended range of variables can transform linear or
linearized systems into significantly non-linear systems.
Even upon the use of existing mathematical models of
dynamic systems the investigation into the causes of
emergencies and catastrophes requires for thorough analysis
of all stages of development and operation of engineering
systems including its designing stage.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
It has been demonstrated in [1], [2], [3] how dangerous is
using of "ill-posed system" of developed controllable
technical object, or this object with "ill-posed equivalent
transformation". It should be mentioned that ill-posed objects
and transformations occur more rarely than conventional
ones, hence, they had not been considered for a long time as
operation modes of such systems in practice had not lead to
such number of emergencies and catastrophes. Despite this
fact, some authors paid attention to such systems and possible
negative consequences [4], [5], [6]. It is highly undesirable to
come across publications about new emergencies and
catastrophes, if already now, at designing stage, we can
recognize possible problem and prevent it. This should be
based on improved (up-to-date) computation methods
considering for possible variations of solution properties
upon equivalent transformations. In [7] the issue of
investigation into well-posed, ill-posed and intermediate
systems is considered most
completely in terms of
occurrence
of
these
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problems upon solution of sets of linear algebraic equations,
sets of ordinary differential equations, partial-derivative
equations and integral equations.
Additional analysis of ill-posed system, related with
necessity to account for possible errors in computations, is
referred to the theory of ordinary differential equations. It
follows from this theory that there exist sets of equations, the
solutions of which continuously depend on parameters;
hence, minor variations in the parameters correspond to
minor variations in solutions. However, there are other
systems without such continuous dependence. Using such
systems in designs of actual engineering subjects leads to
computation errors and, as a consequence, to possible
emergencies. In order to distinguish such systems, the
well-known theorem on continuous dependence of solutions
of differential equations on parameters is used included into
practical applications. According to the theory of ordinary
differential equations, it is necessary and sufficient that the
right-hand members are constrained and satisfy the Lipschitz
conditions. Unfortunately, in general case this theorem is not
valid [8]. Let us exemplify the way to avoid such error upon
designing specific engineering system.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The cause of procedural error is that the proof of theorem
on continuous dependence of solutions of differential
equations on parameters is carried out for set of equations
written in Cauchy normal form. In this case the theorem is
obviously correct. Further on, most researchers, taking into
account that nearly any system of differential equations can
be equivalently transformed into this or that normal Cauchy
form, erroneously conclude that the theorem of continuous
dependence of solutions of differential equation on
parameters is valid for all systems, including those written
not in normal form. The point is that such equivalent
transformation of set of differential equations into normal
form can vary the property of continuous dependence of
solutions on parameters and coefficients.
But what will occur with actual engineering subject
described by mathematical models in the form of equivalent
systems with equal solutions? This question is discussed in
details in [3]. In practice it entirely depends on the fact which
system reflects more accurately peculiarities of actual
subject. If the subject, as in our case, has three simple
feedbacks, then its behavior is better described by system in
normal form. If the subject has one complex feedback
(including derivatives of variables), then its behavior upon
minor deviations of parameters from calculated values is
described by source system. If in ideal case the parameters of
engineering subject exactly equal to their calculated values,
then both systems describe the system equally since they are
equivalent. Transition to analysis of mathematical model in
normal form creates unreasonable belief that the subject is
stable. Following the aforementioned error such researcher is
sure that the subject will be stable upon further operation
even at unavoidable minor deviations of parameters from
calculated values. Let us demonstrate that behavior of
engineering subject in practice is more complicated than can
be described by initial model. If actual value of the
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considered parameter m does not equal to one (m = 1) but to
m = 1- ε where ε is the small quantity (ε > 0), then the subject
will be stable and operable, that is, can be used by customer.
Since ε is the small quantity, its minor deviations upon
operation are unavoidable. Hence, the value of ε can vary
from ε > 0 to ε < 0 and then the subject becomes unstable,
which can result in its incorrect operation or emergency, or
even catastrophe.
Development of actual engineering systems using
calculation of stability on the basis of the Lyapunov functions
can lead to errors similar to the aforementioned. Only
application of the above method upon solution of stability
problem of dynamic systems will determine whether the
considered system has possible unstable modes, because
existence of the Lyapunov function for the considered set of
differential equations does not obligatory guarantee actual
stability. In general case the considered system requires for
additional testing. Further articles devoted to solution of
stability problem for dynamic systems [9-12] exemplify
actual engineering systems. These engineering systems also
require for the mentioned additional testing. Otherwise,
without these tests, it is possible to obtain erroneous
conclusion about retention of system stability at minor
variations of parameters.
While solving stabilization problem of dynamic systems’
application of the above method will also have a peculiar
feature. It is comprised of the fact that solution of
stabilization problem of dynamic systems and their practical
implementation should be corrected. Practical stabilization
of dynamic systems discussed in [9, 13, 14] should be
considered in combination with similar problems with regard
to equivalent systems against the considered ones.
Formulation of stabilization problem of program motion or
kinematic path of dynamic system is of more general nature
and, hence, has wider application than the Lyapunov
stability. Despite this, the mentioned factors will influence
the time of transition processes and periods of occurring
oscillations. The necessity of additional tests according to the
aforementioned procedure becomes obvious, provided that
we use them first of all for clarification of regions of possible
stabilization of actual dynamic systems and improvement of
their accuracy, which later can also prevent emergencies or
catastrophes.
Upon determination of oscillating and wave processes in
dynamic systems, application of the aforementioned method
will be based on occurrence of such processes both in
dynamic systems and in their control systems. Oscillating
and wave processes can occur also in the systems describing
medical and biological subjects. In medical and biological
subjects an oscillation about some average value is usually
described, probably unachievable equilibrium for biological
system or norm for medical subject, or this or that relevant
pathology. In all these cases it is possible to apply the
Lyapunov stability for systems in normal form and, as
mentioned above, for obtaining of the aforementioned
procedural error. While considering dynamic systems
according to the models described in [15-19] it is also
required to consider additional sets of differential equations
according
to
the
aforementioned procedure.
Otherwise,
oscillating
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(wave) processes in these systems can exist physically (or
analytically) without the Lyapunov stability.
Application of the aforementioned procedure for solution
of optimization problem of dynamic systems will lead to
consideration of mathematical models in the form of linear
algebraic equations because the optimization problems are
considered characterized by description of state in discrete
instants of time. Similar to the problem of pseudo-inverse
matrix, where one parameter varies, it is necessary to apply
algorithms allowing to calculate influence of one or
numerous variations of parameters of the considered subject.
In [20, 21] mathematical models of actual dynamic systems
are described, similar study of equivalent systems should be
also carried out for them.
While solving problems of determination of various
measures of dynamic systems, application of the
aforementioned method will be defined by the fact that it will
be necessary to use various types of measurements and,
probably, various types of measure. This is defined by the fact
that certain parameters of system cannot be measured
directly, and it is still unknown which measurements will be
required. Direct enumeration of parameter combinations
upon designing of multidimensional systems, especially in
real time mode, is impossible since the number of possible
combinations of positive and negative variations equals to

W  2( n ) . Even at n = 10 this results in nearly unsolvable
2

problem. In [22-28] various types of measures of dynamic
systems are shown as well as the methods of their
determination. It is required to develop such algorithms
which on the basis of small number of calculations would
permit to determine the most dangerous combination of
variation signs for forecasting of the influence of
simultaneous variations of parameters on the behavior of the
considered subject upon its operation.
Application of the above method for solution of
optimization problem of organizational system is
characterized by certain features. These features are defined
by the fact that organizational systems contrary to mechanic
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ones are not described directly by equations of mechanics.
Interrelation among such parameters of dynamic systems as
applied force or constraint reaction force, weight, spatial
position for organizational system is often not apparent or
not defined yet. Nevertheless, while describing
organizational systems, it is necessary to consider the points
of phase space, where they are located, and which
characterize their state. Consideration of such organizational
systems in discrete instants of time and development of linear
functionals characterizing functioning of such systems lead
to difference equations and even to differential ones upon
decrease in observation time. In [29-38] organizational
systems of various purposes are exemplified. Upon decrease
in observation time and passing to the limit, we should
consider a set of differential equations as a model. Procedure
of analysis of the obtained differential equations is similar to
the aforementioned one, and for consideration of difference
equations – the same as in the case of algebraic equations.
A. Algorithm
According to the above proposed method, two types of
ordinary differential equations are investigated for the
stability of a system - differential equation of an object model
(DEOM) and differential equation of an object model in
normal form (DEOM NF). After conducting a study on the
stability of both systems, all the coordinates of the dynamical
system under consideration are compared and it is decided
whether they have the same stability parameters. If the
stability parameters of one or several coordinates in both
systems are different, then the algorithm returns to the
consideration of the stage of choosing a system of ordinary
differential equations for a model of a dynamic system. The
algorithm finishes its work only in the case when all
coordinates of the considered dynamic system in both cases
(DEOM and DEOM NF) acquire the same stability
parameters.
B. Flow Chart
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Fig. 1. Flow Chart of Algorithm
Functional purpose of the circuit blocks:
1. Begin
2. The choice of the differential equation of the object model
(DEOM or DEOM NF)
3. Selected differential equation in normal form (DEOM
NF)?
4. Has the research been conducted on the sustainability of a
DEOM?
5. Has the research been conducted on the sustainability of a
DEOM NF?
6. Predefined Process: Conduct a study on the sustainability
of the DEOM (DEOM NF)
7. Predefined Process: Conducting a study on the stability of
DEOM NF
8. Stored Data
9. Stored Data
10. Conversion of DEOM to DEOM NF
11. Replacing DEOM NF with DEOM
12. Has the research been conducted on the sustainability of a
DEOM?
13. Has the research been conducted on the sustainability of
DEOM NF?
14. Comparison of the results of research on the
sustainability of DEOM and DEOM NF
15. Do all the coordinates of DEOM and DEOM NF have the
same stability parameters?
16. End

violation of theorem on continuous dependence of solutions
of differential equations on parameters:
 [ m D 3  (2  2 m) D 2  (4  m) D  2]x1  ( D  1) 2 x2

 ( D 2  4 D  5) x1  ( D  1) x2
D

d
dt , m is the parameter.

where
Let us plot the characteristic polynomial for this system:

at m=1 the roots of the characteristic polynomial
,

.

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
Let us consider the following system in order to exemplify
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V. CONCLUSION
Upon consideration of mathematical models at the design
stage of actual dynamic systems aiming at prevention of
future possible emergencies and catastrophes, it is required:
1. To consider both the theorem of continuous dependence
of solutions on parameters and an alternative approach upon
designing of actual ones.
2. To analyze initial mathematical model of dynamic
system for stability upon equivalent transformations.
3. At the stage of fabrication of sample dynamic system or
its full-scale simulation among numerous equivalent forms
of equations of the considered object, it is recommended to
select such form which considers for peculiarities of its
operation more exactly.

Fig. 2. Characteristic polynomial graph.
Figure 2 illustrates characteristic polynomial graph of Eq.
(1) at
.
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